
Travel direction to AZIMUT Hotel Nizhny Novgorod 

from strigino airport

from the railway station

Please,
have your passport

By public transport: 1.Take minibus ¹14 or bus shuttle ¹29 from the square in front of the Airport main 
building. Take minibus ¹14 to the bus stop Yanka Kupala St., then change to minibus ¹40 or ¹42 and 
get off at the bus stop Nizhnevolzhskaya Naberezhnaya. Then go 300 m along Rozhdestvenskaya street , 
go up the stairs. AZIMUT Hotel is in Zalomova street. 2.Take bus shuttle ¹29 to the bus stop Novy Vek shop, 
then change to minibus ¹37 and get off at the bus stop Maslyakova St. /Stroitelnaya Academia (Building 
Academy). Then go down Oboznaya street to the intersection with Zalomova street, turn left and go 
for about 800 m. There you will see AZIMUT Hotel. It will take you about 1 hour to get from the Airport.
By car:  Drive along Yuzhnoe Shosse (Yuzhnoe Highway) and Lenin Prospect (Lenin Avenue) in the direction 
of the Railway Station and across Kanavinsky most (Kanavinsky Bridge). Take Pokhvalinsky syezd 
(Pokhvalinsky exit) up to the intersection with Maslyakov street. Turn left into Oboznaya street, then turn 
left once again and drive along Zalomova street to AZIMUT Hotel for about 800 m.

By public transport: Take bus ¹26, 43 or minibus ¹37, 5 from the bus stop Ploshchad Revolutsii (Revolution 
Square) on the opposite side of the Railway station (behind the Republic Shopping Centre) to the bus stop 
Rozhdestvenskaya St. AZIMUT Hotel Nizhny Novgorod is located on the opposite side of the street on the hill. 
The interval between the buses is less than 10 minutes. It will take you about 15 minutes to get to the Hotel 
from the Railway Terminal. 
By car:  Drive down Sovetskaya street across Kanavinsky most (Kanavinsky Bridge). Take Pokhvalinsky syezd 
(Pokhvalinsky exit) up to the intersection with Maslyakov st. Turn left into Oboznaya street, then turn left 
once again and drive along Zalomova street to AZIMUT Hotel for about 800 m.

 

2, Zalomova st., Nizhny Novgorod 


